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Executive summary
This report aims to identify trends, challenges and recommendations in regard of
Social Distribution Mechanisms. This foresight will help expose future themes with
high innovation and business potential based on a timeframe roughly 15 years
ahead, or 2030! The purpose is to create a common outlook on the future of ICT and
to establish a strong community across nodes and partner organizations.
Trends
1. As spontaneous and nomadic work increase, managing distributed groups and
supporting effortless group communication are key to effective collaboration.
By 2022, most organizations will widely utilize social networking technologies
and group communication tools, mainly implemented as lightweight web
applications.
2. The number of Internet users expands rapidly and their involvement in multiple
social networks is predominant. By 2018, the massive connectedness will
require users to be able to effortlessly filter out the most important social links
based on specific needs or tasks.
Challenges
1. Distribution mechanisms based on aggregated information from multiple social
networks are inherently based on the trust in such a service, as the processed
information can be sensitive. A challenge is therefore to find methods that do
not infringe on the privacy and integrity of a user, while achieving maximum
effectiveness for that user.
2. Viral distribution of media in multiple social networks needs to be controlled so
that the benefits are maximised considering the potential added exposure to
information. The challenge is therefore to make such social distribution as
unobtrusive and pervasive as possible, so that the perceived cost is small in
comparison with the perceived benefits.
3. The advent of HTML5 and the WebRTC standards offer huge opportunities for
creating systems for ubiquitous interaction. However, there are no standards
for the utilization of information from multiple social networks or
communication tools, as these APIs are fluctuating, at best. The challenge is
therefore to standardize the way information about a user’s communication
patterns can be harnessed whilst considering privacy and integrity.
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Recommendations
1. Contextual group management where an aggregated social graph represent
communication habits can be used for multiple purposes. The
recommendation is for EIT ICT Labs to investigate further how this can be
utilized to make ICT services easier to use, from creating filter services for
email to offering personalized recommendation of media.
2. Distribution of media by using aggregated information from multiple social
networks and communication tools, will allow for effective, efficient and
personalized media services based on the social context of users. The
potential for novel entrepreneurial opportunities is great, especially
considering this area expansion over the last decade and the deterioration of
media consumption habits from the early days of television.
The rapidly evolving area of media distribution, jet-fuelled by disruptive services such
as iTunes, NetFlix, and Spotify as well as start-ups such as Magine, will most likely
seek ways to differentiate services from the mainstream. This differentiation can be
done on traditional key values such as quantity and quality of material, price, and
availability. This report suggests that differentiation also can be done considering the
social aspects of consuming media, where user connectedness plays a significant
role in the perceived experience of a service.
It is similarly possible to benefit from the connectedness when it comes to
collaborative services, which predominately will be lightweight and web-based. Here
the ease of setting up and manage group communication will be vital, such as that
ubiquitous communication services can be perceived as nearly pervasive to the user
through automated group formation based on communication patterns and context.
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1

Introduction

This technical report is part of the EIT ICT Labs Foresight Study and Innovation
Radar within the thematic action line of Network Solutions for Future Media (NSM).
The report aims to identify key scenarios, trends, challenges and recommendations
in regard of Social Distribution Mechanisms. This foresight will help expose future
themes with high innovation and business potential based on a timeframe at least 15
years ahead, or 2030! The purpose is to create a common outlook on the future of
ICT and to establish a strong community across EIT ICT Labs nodes and partner
organizations.
The report is mainly based on two scientific works at Luleå University of Technology,
through the research project GroupMedia funded by Ericsson Research that looks
into social distribution mechanisms and group formation. Trends, challenges and
recommendations are identified through this work and the foresights are presented
as a radar view.

1.1 Motivating Scenarios
The following scenarios illustrate how the proposed social distribution mechanism
could be utilized. Scenario 1 is about the event where participants of the ad-hoc
social network need to be maximized. Scenario 2 is about the event where the adhoc social network is formed among trusted entities. In scenario 3, participations in
the event are dynamic and contextual manner.
Scenario 1 - Distributed but Controlled Open Invitation
Bob found a lost jacket on the campus. He could make an announcement on
Facebook, but as he has limited amount of friends on Facebook, it is not very likely
that the owner of the jacket may receive that announcement. He therefore creates an
ad-hoc social network and adds a picture of the jacket. The ad-hoc social network is
also annotated with the location where the jacket was found via a shared Google
Map application using the Ericsson DSM service to allow the users to add
collaborative makes notes on the map. He selects send to “Everyone interested” tag
and then the system recommends who might be interested of Bob closest friends. To
reduce manual operation, system calculates the social strength of the friends to
control the distribution of the announcement. In a few moment Bob found that he
builds a large network of contacts that received the invitation, participating in the adhoc social network and also distributing the announcement.
Scenario 2 - Invitation in a Trusted Network
Bob is organizing a social event for his friend. He creates another ad-hoc social
network using some kind of authoring tool where he adds a form where users can
vote on different activities or add their own proposals. He selects “send only to
closest friends”, and the system generates a proposal of receivers. Bob can then
review the proposal or manually add new receivers. When the receiver gets the
invitation, they can login using their online credentials such as Google or LinkedIn or
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identify themselves through OpenID [34]. Unauthorized users cannot login, as they
are not on the access list configured by the system.
Scenario 3 – Dynamic Group Invitations based on Context
Ebba is planning a party together with her closest friends and is meeting two of them
to organize the party. They discuss some ideas and decide to create an ad-hoc
social network for the party. She brings up her mobile, creates an ad-hoc social
network, where her two friends are automatically added by using matching locality
and tags as indication of interest, workplace, profile match. Ebba is then presented
with a list of recommended persons based on her and her two friends aggregated
social graph information. They decide to select persons in their age and that lives
close to them, then limits the network size to 20 persons. They decide to remove one
person on the list as she is indicated to be traveling in her Facebook wall-post and
then they activate this social network before watching the movie.
When Ebba arrives home she creates a shared space, inviting the persons in the
party group. She places a poll component, some media components and a chat
component in the shared space for the invitation, which she then configures with
adding a name, a picture of the three friends at the movie, a song from her current
play-list and a welcome message. She then sends the invitation to the party group.
Some of her friends immediately respond by answering the poll, chatting suggestions
and adding a few photos of their own. New members are invited that wants to join the
party after hearing about it. At the party people use the app to continue chat and
share photos.
This scenario illustrates the intended use of the dynamic shared spaces. First, Ebba
and her two friends are automatically added to a shared space based on their
location and activity (identified by a tag, such as in calendars or in tweets). They then
create a second shared space based on their social network, communication history,
location, and age. This could also be done in several iterations, thus also considering
friends of friends.
The number of participants is then limited to 20, using a ranking scheme for
selection. The utilization of context data, in this case calendar data, indicates the
availability of participants and is used to reduce the list further and not to send out
invitations unnecessarily. Finally, the dynamic shared space can be used to
document the event and even spread the word of it further.
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2

Automatic Group Formation based on Social Context

This chapter investigates how group management for electronic collaboration, such
as creating groups, can be simplified based on users’ context and social relations.
Electronic collaboration in shared spaces on the web, such as Google+ Hangouts,
allows users to collaborate in real-time with audio, video and text, as well as a
through a wider range of tools that can be selected based on needs and intent. This
chapter presents contextual group management based on aggregated social graphs
where automatic group formation is supported through usage of tags, locations and
objects. The contextual group management schema is implemented in a runtime
environment based on the Distributed Shared Memory service available from
Ericsson Labs.
Information on how we communicate is gathered from call logs, calendars, social
networks, etc., and is used to construct an aggregated social graph which represents
a user’s communication patterns where the strength of the relation is calculated for
each node (relation to another user). This graph can then be manipulated by using
contextual parameters such as tags, locations or objects to prioritize and filter users
of interest. The proposed runtime environment uses the aggregated social graph for
group formation. These users can thus be automatically invited to a group and a
lightweight communication session can be initiated. The feasibility of the proposed
solution is studied through a prototype implementation, both in a web-browser and as
a mobile app.

2.1 Introduction
The Internet is rapidly transforming our society through changing how we
communicate and interact with ubiquitous communication services, where new
collaborative and mobile technologies are driving a change towards spontaneous
and nomadic work [21][51]. This change has an enormous impact on groups,
organizations and social networks as well as our society in general [28]. However,
effortless provisioning of group communication services may be a key to expand the
use of effective collaboration in teams and organizations while fostering new forms of
Internet behaviour through social computing.
Trend: As spontaneous and nomadic work increase, managing distributed groups
and supporting effortless group communication are key to effective collaboration. By
2022 most organizations will widely utilize social networking technologies and group
communication tools, mainly implemented as light-weight web applications.
Group communication services like Google+ Hangout, Facebook, Groupboard and
Groupon are soon ubiquitously available on anything from personal computers to
smartphones and pads [31]. However, group communication services like these can
be quite cumbersome to use, as significant manual efforts are required to initiate and
manage groups as well as configure the communication tool [50][16]. The motivation
behind this work is therefore to study how lightweight group communication can be
provided based on contextual group management and dynamic shared spaces [46].
That is, making group communication environments adapted to particular needs very
easy to create and use.
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Contextual group management involves using information from call logs, social
networks, calendars, etc., to automatically filter and recommend users to invite to a
group communication session. This chapter proposes using a runtime environment
based on Aggregated Social Graphs (ASGs), that maintains a social graph of the
user based on aggregated social networks and communication data for both the
user's local devices (contact-book, call-logs) and cloud-services (LinkedIn,
Facebook, MySpace) while analysing this data for mining user's communication
pattern [39]. This is then used to identify collaborators and inviting them to a dynamic
shared space.
A dynamic shared space would include tools based on the context and purpose of
the group communication session, basically composing the group communication
service of widgets for shared notes, shared maps, real-time chat, or any specific
task. This chapter proposes using a web-based environment based on Distributed
Shared Memory from Ericsson Labs to create lightweight communication services
tailored to specific contexts. The runtime environment thus combines using social
computing with web-based communication services to achieve as automated
management as possible.
The main research problems addressed in this chapter are:
How can automatic group formation be implemented based on communication
patterns and the context of communication?
How can group collaboration be supported by lightweight and dynamically selected
tools on a need basis?

2.2 Background
Ericsson Research have developed a distributed mechanism for sharing memory,
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM), that is foremost intended for collaborative
applications based on HTML5 and WebRTC. This section briefly describes Webbased collaboration tools based on DSM together with previous work on aggregated
social graphs and related work on automatic group formation.
2.2.1 Dynamic Shared Spaces
Web technologies such as HTML5, WebRTC, JavaScript, and Ajax provide a rich
platform for Web-based groupware. Technologies like Google docs, Google+
Hangouts, etc., provide new opportunities to develop highly interactive Web
applications for real-time sharing of texts, pictures, and audio/video contents. This
shows that Web technologies construct a powerful platform for group communication.
Ericsson Labs provide APIs for developing Web-collaboration apps (coApps) based
on the DSM mechanism, where the coApps can be dynamically composed into a
shared space. This so-called dynamic shared space may thus include coApps for
real-time sharing of multiple media, such as notes, chat and maps. Note that even if
shared spaces generally makes it possible to interact, communicate and share
information among group members in real-time, the main benefit of a dynamic
shared space is that it can be tailored to particular communication needs.
In brief, dynamic shared spaces facilitate collaboration among the members of the
space. Therefore, a user may have different spaces for different purposes. A
dynamic shared space can be seen as a restricted social network configured with
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selected tools for a specific tasks. In other words, dynamic shared spaces are social
collaboration services, where the user can exploit their social networking credentials
and may have more control of their social environment for collaboration.

Figure 1: Conceptual Model of Group Based Shared Spaces
Dynamic shared spaces are implemented with the Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM) services for memory management and concurrency control of the coApps.
Figure 1 shows three groups A, B and C that are used for real-time collaboration by
using notes coApps. The DSM service allocates an instance of the notes coApp for
each of the. All three groups thus have unique identifiers to separate memory spaces
for their shared notes coApps, so that interaction is separately inside each group.
Figure 2 shows the mapping between interfaces and resources.

Figure 2: Interface and resource mapping
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2.2.2 Aggregated Social Graphs
A social graph shows a user’s relation to other users, normally for a single social
network. An aggregated social graph merge knowledge from multiple social networks
and can thus give an aggregated view of a user’s relation to other users. Aggregated
social graphs have been elaborately discussed in [39], proposing an ASG framework
for aggregating social graphs from different social networking and communication
services. Figure 3 shows the different components and layers of the ASG framework.

Figure 3: Components and layers of the ASG Service
The Social Data Aggregator layer consists of five modules. The social data adaptor
collects social data from individual social networks such as Facebook and Twitter.
The Social Data Collector aggregates the social data from multiple social networks.
The unified model of interaction can be used to process the data and help rank the
most valuable communication channels. Sensor and location data is collected from
various devices, such as GPS devices and mobile phones, to infer context in the
social strength calculation.
The top layer consists of three components. The Social Strength component that
calculates the social strength between users has been previously discussed in the
perspective of group communication [24][2][15]. The Social Graph component
maintains the users’ relation to other users, where each node is associated with a
social strength. Lastly, the Group Formation component supports creation of groups
based on the ASG framework, by pruning the ASG by contextual filtering.
This chapter focuses on this last component and how the ASG framework can
support group formation where the most appropriate contacts are invited to a
dynamic shared space.
2.2.3 Related Work
Lightweight group work in everyday life by providing informal awareness, lightweight
engagement, low cost meetings, artefact sharing, as well as ad-hoc membership is
discussed in [46][14]. This chapter proposes contextual groups, which are formed
based on users’ context, tags, key words, profiles, location and so on. Contextual
groups means that group communication is initiated by identifying appropriate
contacts based on context and then sharing activities inside the group. Some
research has been done on discovering user's context based on social network data
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and mobile sensing [26], but the task of contextual group formation have not been
explored there yet.
Different group formation algorithms have recently been proposed. Michelle et. al
identifies two main categories of group formation software such as over-lapping and
non-overlapping groups [13]. Overlapping group formation has been studied in
[50][20], while non-overlapping group formation is considered in [13][44]. However,
only a single domain of users (such as the e-learning domain) was studied.
Contextual group formation would need to consider both diverse domains and overlapping groups for the best results.
Operational transformation technology has been widely used for implementation of
collaboration functionalities. The Ericsson Labs DSM service applies operational
transformation algorithms for concurrency control. It provides an easy interface for
development of collaborative applications in comparison to the Open Cooperative
Web Framework and Apache Wookie. DSM developers need to have a unique
address to transient (list://) or persistent (phash://) storage. On the other hand
Apache Wave and Apache Wookie are "incubating stage", so they lack an easy and
simple interface for apps development. Open Operative Web has similar JavaScript
API's in comparison with DSM, however DSM offers four different types of memory
support (transient, transient list, persistent and persistent list) and apps development
is more straightforward than when using the Open Cooperative Web Framework.
Meteor is another technologies provider for cooperative Web apps developments
[20]. This focuses on latency compensation by taking simple and clean approach for
data in a distributed environment.

2.3 Contextual Group Formation
This section discusses three different solutions for contextual group formation, based
on Tags, Locations and Objects.
2.3.1 Tag-based Group Formation
A user's interests, current preferences, and background can be considered as tags
for group formation. For example, ‘LTU’ can be used as a tag to form a group of
users with a background from LTU. Then different filtering parameters can optimize
the functionality, such as using the proximity of the contacts and the social strength
between the contacts. Proximity is calculated based of group owner (main user's
current location), while the social strength is collected from the ASG framework,
which manages the contacts and ranks the contacts considering their communication
history. A user’s contacts can then be filtered out, where the proximity radius is
based on the user’s location.
Another approach of tag-based group formation is where recurrent operations are
used to reform the group with new-contacts. In that case, whenever the ASG service
updates the user's data, the group formation function checks whether new contacts
meet the criteria to become members of the group and if so reforms the group with
the new participants.
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2.3.2 Location-based Group Formation
Location, or proximity, was considered as a filtering parameter in the previous tagbased approach. However, location is also significant as meeting places such as a
supermarket, an airport, a bus or train station, a cinema and so on. Here, the idea is
forming temporary groups of people who are available in a location on a particular
moment. This kind of group can be utilized to share digital media content related to
the location itself such as advertisement, announcement, in-door maps, and so on. It
can also help friends who are available at that location to meet. Here groups are
formed in a recurrent way such that a user is invited when proximity constraints are
satisfies. Content would thus not be sent to users that do not meet the proximity
constraints.
2.3.3 Object-Based Group Formation
In object-based group formation, group participants are not only human users, but it
also considers a user’s smart devices such as mobile phones, tablet devices,
laptops, televisions, refrigerators, digital projectors and cars. An object can be
associated with several human or machine entities. For example, a family can be
seen as an object, which has a physical location (the home) and which is associated
to the family members (living at home) as well as the smart devices in the home.
Therefore, to form a group based on the family as the object, all these entities will be
invited to the group.
2.3.4 Comparison of Group Formation Methods
Three methods for contextual group formation have been presented above, which
need to be compared to identify under which circumstances each of the methods are
preferable. The comparison is done using the following factors:
•

Contextual information: Contextual information is naturally a vital factor for
contextual group formation. Tags, locations, relationship and so on are
example of contextual information used for group formation.

•

Group candidates: It is not always enough to only consider human users as
group candidates, as it also is possible to improve group communication by
including smart devices as the participants of a group. For example, your car
can be member of a group as you may interact with your car to start the
heater an hour before you leave the office in winter. At same time, you may
notify your family members to get ready for a dinner, so that when you arrive
home, you pick up them to the restaurant. For sure the calendar element of
the hotel is added as your group member, which enable you to book a table in
time.

•

Form of group: Two types of groups are considered. Long-term, where the
participants may evolve recurrently and communicate in groups that may
remain over time such as for a football team. Short-term, where a group may
be formed for temporary purposes such as just to establish a relationship with
the current shopping-mall that a user is visiting to enable the user to receive
all the discount offers and the location of friends in the mall.
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•

Purposes: Generally, there are public and private purposes for forming a
group, while social and productivity purposes are also important purposes for
forming groups. Social purposes are for instance a user’s intent to increase
interaction among his friends and family. Productivity purposes include adding
devices to a group, to increase productivity for a certain task.

Group formation
methods

Contextual
Information

Group
Candidates

Form of Group

Purposes

Tag-based group
formation

Social
strength,
location

Human users

Long-term

Private

Tag-based
concurrent
group
formation

Social
strength,
location

Human users

Long-term

Public

Location-based
group
formation

Real-world
artefact

Human users

Short-term

Social

Object-based
formation

Relationship

Devices and
human
users

Long-term,
short-term

Productivity

Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Different Contextual Group Formations
Table 1 contains comparative analysis of different contextual group formation
methods. The table shows that different methods of group formation could be useful
for creating dynamic group on different purposes.

2.4 Group Invitation
Different methods for contextual group formation were discussed above. However,
those methods do not provide details about sending invitation notification to the
recommended contacts. For this purpose, different invitation mechanisms such as
Apple's push notification, Android notification, W3C Web notification, Web event
streaming, HTTP pooling, emails or SMS can be used as solutions for invitation
notification. A brief description of each of these methods is given below.
•

Apple Push Notification: The Apple push notification service can be used to
notify recommended contacts to participate in shared events. Generally,
Apple's push notification server receives notification from the providers, in this
case the invitation service, and forward the notification to the appropriate
devices.

•

Android Notification: In Android-based devices, the notification manager
registers providers and on receiving notification from the registered providers,
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it passes the notification combing with the proper intent of the notification.
Therefore, Android notification is another possibility for invitation notification to
group participants.
•

W3C Web Notification: Using W3C Web notification, HTML5 compatible Webbrowsers are able to receive Web Notifications from certain Web apps. This
approach could also be useful for sending invitations. However, to apply this
approach certain requirements must be accomplish such as identification of
the user accessing the Web-browser and so on.

•

HTTP polling: Through HTTP polling, client applications sends request
messages to the server for new invitation events, and wait until it gets a
response from the server. This method is not very efficient due to its
synchronous nature. Comparing with Android notification, HTTP polling outperforms as it is synchronous by nature and does not push notifications.

•

E-mail or SMS: Invitation notification can also be sent to users via e-mail or
SMS services, which is the traditional approach of invitation (and the most
reliable).

In the next section, we discuss the architecture of shared spaces, which utilizes
contextual group formation functionalities.

2.5 Implementation
The runtime environment for dynamic shared spaces is divided into three layers, as
depicted in figure 4, where the first layer is an application layer targeting foremost
mobile Web applications. The applications can be deployed as mobile apps for smart
mobile devices or run in a Web browser.

Figure 4: Different Layers of the Shared Spaces Runtime
The second layer provides the main functionalities of the runtime environment and is
defined as a Web API for application developers. The Web API’s are REST and
SOAP messaging compatible, therefore it is easier for the application developers to
utilize those APIs for application development. The Group Manager performs the
tasks related to group formation and discovery. The DSM Key Manager generates
unique keys and the Resource Manager assigns dedicated coApps for new groups.
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DSM service requires unique keys for memory management and concurrency control
of the particular coApps.
The third layer contains an Invitation Service that invites participants to a group while
considering multiple ways of invitation. The DSM Service provides underlying
technologies for managing concurrency for all coApps. The ASG service is a central
part of this layer, as it supports the Group Manager component to form groups and
the Invitation Service to invite group members (described in Section 2.2).
2.5.1 Address Key Generation
The DSM service requires a unique address key for controlling concurrency and
managing coApps. A group address key is therefore needed to map a group to
coApps in a dynamic shared space and to invoke the DSM service. The group key is
an UUID identifier version 3 [48] that is used to address all resources in the shared
space for a particular group. More specifically, it will be used for real-time syncing of
shared elements such as widgets for chatting and media sharing. The group key is
also used to generate a unique Shared Space Access Point (SSAP) for proving
access to the shared space.
2.5.2 Dynamic Shared Space Initiation
The sequence to form a group and create a dynamic shared space is depicted in
figure 5. Group formation is done by discovering collaborators (members of the
group) by using context, for instance described as a tag, and then generating the
group key to create the group. Creating a group leads to generation of a shared
space, which then is associated with coApps and given an shared space access
point (SSAP) identifier. Lastly the SSAP is used to invite the collaborators.

Figure 5: Group formation and dynamic shared space creation
The purpose of providing individual address keys for each group is to be able to
dynamically join a shared space. For this purpose a group address key is generated,
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which represents the collaborative environment, and then it allocates resources with
the same key. Finally, it generates a shared space access point for inviting
collaborators to the shared space.
2.5.3 Service Interaction
Figure 6 illustrates interactions among different services. From the end-user
application, the user provides a request of forming a group using keywords to the
Group Manager (1). The group manager access cloud services, such as the Group
Discovery Service and DSM Address Key Manager, and processes the user's
request. The Group Discovery Service provides an appropriate contact lists (2) and
also gets the group access key from DSM Key Manager (3).

Figure 6: Service Interaction
The Group manager then accesses call logs, location and contact lists for refining
and prioritizing the participants list. After that the Group manager sends back the
recommended list of participants to the user interface (4). The user can then review
and modify the list before sending the final list of participants to the invitation service
(5). This service distributes the invitation to the participants using different
communication tools such as e-mail, SMS or Tweets (6). The invitation contains the
shared space access point of the resources for this newly formed collaborative
environment. Finally, the participants will be able to access the shared collaboration
environment, the dynamic shared space, through the DSM service on Ericsson labs.

2.6 Discussion
This section discusses comparative studies of different features for groupware. The
section also contains discussion on the research questions addressed in this
chapter.
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2.6.1 Comparative Evaluation
State-of-the-art groupware tools today provide similar functionality as the dynamic
shared spaces discussed in this chapter. The following metrics have been
considered for a comparative analysis:
•

Automatic Invitation: Groupware tools may invite potential participants for
forming the group via automatic invitation. It avoids unnecessary manual
inputs for setting up a group for collaboration.

•

Context Adaptation: By adapting contexts, groupware tools may able to
identify appropriate contacts based on the contextual information of the
contacts.

•

Global Contacts Adaptation: By adapting global contacts, groupware tools
may able to form groups by exploiting a user's openID or mobile phone
number. In a way, it reduces sign-in operations to get contacts from
heterogeneous group communication sources.

•

coApps Integration: Integrating coApps within the groupware, maximizes the
number of interactions among the group members. For example, shared
object annotating tools may simplify collaboration tasks.

Table 2 shows a comparative analysis of dynamic shared spaces considering
Google+ Hangouts, Adobe-Connect and Skype. The invitation process in Google+
Hangout is manual and needs Google ids for setting up a group. Creating a hangout
and email out the URL or post it for everybody to see and join does not solve
contextual group formation. It does not adapt users’ emails by using context and
global contacts.
Groupware

Automatic
Invitation

Context
Adaption

Global
Contacts
Adaption

coApps
Integration

Google+
Hangouts

-

-

-

X

Adobe
Connect

-

-

-

-

Skype

-

-

X

X

Shared
Spaces

X

X

X

X

Table 2: Comparative Analysis.
However, Google+ Hangouts provides coApps for media streaming and distributing.
Adobe-Connect is also lack of automatic invitation of participant. It provides a URL
for every collaboration sessions and participants need to get in the particular
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collaboration session with user’s manual operations. It could be better by adapting
context and global contact or integration of coApps. Hangout supports importing
coApps and has a good API for creating new coAps. Skype do not support automatic
invitation and context adaptation but is on the way towards global contact adaptation.
For example, Skype is used through mySpace and Facebook social networking
services to address the global contacts. It also has supports coApps such as IDroo
[19], which may be used for collaborative meetings. In general, shared spaces are
able to invite group members both automatically and by using a review process. It
supports context adaptation and global contact adaptation, while supporting different
types of coApps for collaboration.
2.6.2 Discussion on Research Questions
How can automatic group formation be implemented based on communication
patterns and the context of communication?
This chapter presents three methods for automatic group formation by using tags,
locations or objects in combination with the Aggregated Social Graph framework.
This enables group formation to consider social parameters and the context of users,
though creation of a social graph with information from several social networks and
communication tools (pattern identifies through analysis of call logs, etc.) where the
social graph then is pruned with contextual parameters.
The prototype implementation shows that these methods are feasible, both when
utilized for mobile and Web applications. The usage of context is still very simplistic,
but is enough to prove that the social graph can be pruned by considering multiple
types of context and data.
How can group collaboration be supported by lightweight and dynamically selected
tools on a need basis?
Groups can be automatically formed, as described above. The next step is then to
create the group communication environment as automatic as possible, while
supporting tools to be dynamically included on a need basis. This work utilizes the
Ericsson Labs DSM service that supports creation of shared spaces, which are
lightweight applications that can be composed into a tailored service for particular
needs.
The conceptual prototype indicates that the full chain of events from forming a group
to select specific apps for collaboration can be automatic or at least semi-automatic.
It also shows that the runtime environment is possible to run both on a mobile device
and in a normal Web browser.
2.6.3 Supporting Ubiquitous Interaction
This chapter focuses on supporting ubiquitous interaction by facilitating group
collaboration, for which three tasks are important. The first task is finding appropriate
collaborators for the group, the second task is allocating resources to initiate
collaboration and the third task is inviting participants using proper communication
channels.
The shared spaces show that today's social networking services can be utilized to
form of lightweight shared spaces to perform specific collaboration task. In this
report, we show that shared spaces are not an alternative to social networking
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services, rather it builds on the social information from the networks to make
lightweight group communication easier and more efficient. It is found that the
Ericsson Labs DSM service may play an important role for developing collaborative
applications, tailored to particular needs.
Most of the existing collaborative applications only provide manual invitation of
participants, based on access to individual contact lists, and are thus generally not
considering utilizing social information. Selecting contacts from the contacts list by
using drag-and-drop, such as in Google+, is not always enough for providing a
suitable user experience, as it requires considerable manual operation.
The ASG service can play an important role for automating group formation and
invitation of participants to a shared space. The shared space runtime thus provides
a sophisticated way for group formation and invitation that efficiently supports the
Web-based collaboration tools. In summary, dynamic shared spaces are offering
automatic discovery of groups based on context and selection of collaborative
applications required for effective collaboration.
In summary, this is important for ubiquitous interaction (collaborating using multiple
types of devices at any time and location) as the formation of groups and the
invitation to lightweight collaboration environments can be automatized.
Challenge: The advent of HTML5 and the WebRTC standards offer huge
opportunities for creating systems for ubiquitous interaction. However, there are no
standards for the utilization of information from multiple social networks or
communication tools, as these APIs are fluctuant at best. The challenge is therefore
to standardize the way information about a users communication patterns can be
harnessed whilst considering privacy and integrity.

2.7 Conclusions
The chapter presents a runtime environment for creating lightweight shared spaces
for communication and collaboration needs. It provides automatic group formation
and adaptation of group-specific shared spaces.
It also investigates how group formation can be simplified based on users’ context
and social relations, which is utilized for shared spaces on the Web where users can
collaborate in real-time with audio, video and text, as well as a through a wider range
of tools that can be selected based on needs and intent. The contextual group
management is based on aggregated social graphs where automatic group formation
is supported through usage of tags, locations and objects. The contextual group
management schema is implemented in a runtime environment based on the
Distributed Shared Memory service available on Ericsson Labs.
The runtime environment makes use of aggregated social graphs for group
management, where information on how we communicate is gathered from call logs,
calendars, social networks, etc. The graph represents a user’s communication
patterns, where the strength of the relation is calculated for each node (relation to
another user). This graph can then be manipulated by using contextual parameters
such as tags, locations or objects to prioritize and filter users of interest. These users
can then be automatically invited to a group, after which a lightweight communication
session can be initiated by using the presented runtime environment. The feasibility
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of the proposed solution is studied through prototype implementation, both in a Webbrowser and as a mobile app.
Recommendation: Contextual group management where an aggregated social graph
represent communication habits can be used for multiple purposes. The
recommendation is to investigate further how this can be utilized, from creating filter
services for email to offering personalized recommendation of media.
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3

Dynamic Media Distribution

This chapter proposes a social distribution mechanism for finding, connecting and
propagating contents in social networks using context and communication history of
users together with meta-information about the content. The proposed mechanism
operates by propagating invitation messages to a prioritized group of users to build
up an ad-hoc social network from the original social network while at the same time
preventing spamming the users with unwanted invitation messages.
The proposed mechanism makes it possible to implement and deploy a wide variety
of services targeting the specific needs of a user. As a proof-of-concept, the chapter
shows how the proposed social distribution mechanism can be used to invite users to
a shared space, which can contain various kinds of collaboration tools allowing a
group of users to communicate and solve problems together.
In order to investigate the efficiency of the proposed mechanism, the chapter also
presents result from a simulation study. The result shows that the social distribution
mechanism should consider both social strength and context for propagating social
media contents as some of the recipients may have equal interest of the social media
but different level of trust about the originator.

3.1 Introduction
Online social networks services such as Facebook and Twitter have become a huge
success and are now an integrated part of most people’s daily lives. One of the main
reasons of the popularity of these services is that they improve communication
among colleagues, friends, family, and communities. For example, they help sharing
information such as contact’s profile, posting blog entries, allowing the users to
produce and consume digital media contents wherever they are.
Although social networking services such as Facebook and Twitter make it possible
to easily share information among individuals, an open issue is still how a user can
be able to share contents dynamically when the targeted individuals are not
predefined by having email address, phone-numbers and may not be accessible on
communication services like Facebook or Twitter. For example, Facebook only
provides limited support to share information with users outside the users own social
network. Typically, when a user posts messages on someone wall, only users having
access to that wall can read it, which makes it impossible to reach users outside the
user’s own social graph.
Additionally, it is often time-consuming to manually set up groups in today’s social
networking services, which makes it hard to create ad-hoc groups for lighter instant
collaboration or establish groups targeting specific user needs. For example, the
average number of contacts in Facebook is more than 130 [9], which makes it time
consuming to make a selection. Therefore, if the intention is to implement effortless
sharing among a large population, manual selection may not be an appropriate way
of inviting users.
Trend: The numbers of Internet users expands rapidly and their involvement in
social networks is predominant. By 2018, the massive connectedness will require
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users to be able to effortlessly filter out the most important social links based on
specific needs or tasks.
This chapter proposes a solution that makes it possible to automatically generate
new social networks from existing ones. This makes it possible to effortlessly share
information with users beyond the users’ own egocentric social graphs, ultimately
being able to easily connect to a wider audience on a specific subject. One example
where dynamically forming social networks could be useful is to form groups to
coordinate planning efforts in case of a disaster such as an earthquake or tsunami. A
related area where dynamic social distribution could be useful is online collaboration.
In many of today’s collaborative services such as Google+ or Ericsson Labs
Distributed Shared Memory service, a user cannot easily invite contacts in an
automatic manner [8][35] to enhance group communication activities. For example, in
order to allow a group of users to share photos from an event, the users have either
to share all photos publically or manually invite the users to the photo service, which
can be very difficult if the identities of the users are unknown.
To implement a social distribution mechanism for dynamically generating social
networks, several problems need to be addressed. One problem is to find relevant
contacts for distributing social media contents without spamming the users with
invitations. In order to form an ad-hoc social network, distribution constraints need to
be defined with trust of the receivers so that it is possible to control the viral
distribution of invitation messages and deliver the content to the most appropriate
receivers. Otherwise, the distribution of contents or invitation may be considered as
spam and may negatively impact the user experience of the service.
This chapter investigates the following research questions:
Can social strength be used to form ad-hoc social networks for media distribution?
How can social strength be used as a trust metric to control viral distribution of media
while also considering a user’s context (such as interest)?

3.2 Background
Emerging services and applications in the area of online social networks have the
potential to significantly improve group communication services. For example, by
organizing people in contact lists or in circles as in Google+, it becomes easier to
establish communication with friends and family members and well as following
social media such as blogs, wall-posts, video-clips in both public and private settings.
This chapter envisions a new kind of social network, which is referred to as ad-hoc
social networks in the rest of this chapter. Typically, an ad-hoc social network is
generated automatically by taking input tags (e.g., place, topic etc.) from the users.
Input tags are referred as context keys or interest keys to the rest of chapter. In
contrast to today’s social networking services, an ad-hoc social network may have
limited lifetime and is typically not used after it has served its purpose. By deploying
web applications on the newly formed ad-hoc social networks, it becomes possible to
create personalized group communication services targeting the need of the users.
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An ad-hoc social networking service may utilize both local contacts stored in the
mobile devices or contacts residing in others social networking services such as
Facebook to form an aggregated social graph. An aggregated social graph merge
knowledge from multiple social networks and can thus give an aggregated view of a
user’s relation to other users. Aggregated social graphs have been elaborately
discussed in [39], where an Aggregates Social Graph (ASG) framework has been
proposed. The ASG framework can also be used to rank the contacts in the graph
based on their social relationship or tie strength.
3.2.1 Related Work
Finding appropriate social media content is challenging due to the fact of abusive
contents [9]. Eugene et. al., introduces a general classification framework that
qualifies social media contents based on the information of the different sources [1].
In our solution, aggregated social graph service [39] is utilized to identify appropriate
contacts for sharing contents or initiating an activity. Social spam is becoming a more
effective distribution mechanism than traditional email spam [10]. This indicates that
some of the friends in social network for example in Facebook, sent spam messages
or abusive contents in the networks. Gao et. al., proposes a method on detecting and
characterizing social spam campaign by analysing Facebook wall messages [10].
They provide classifiers for social spam filtering. However, such classifiers, if badly
trained may degrade the usability of the social networks. Alternatively, effectively
understanding users’ interest and propagating the invitation messages among the
interested users may be another option to control social spam. In this chapter, our
proposed social distribution mechanism partially covers that problem.
Musolesi et. al., provides an ad-hoc mobility model based on the social networking
theory [33]. The chapter is written before the densely used social networking data for
mobile services and apps creation. To measure social relationship the authors
considered co-location relation (i.e., working in same location, living in the same city).
Social networking theories are considered for social and communication data ranking
[39]. This forms an aggregated social graph service. Our proposed solution is
benefitted by that service, as the service provides ranked user list based on
particular contexts.
Li et al. propose a framework for ad-hoc social networking [29]. They applied a
semantic web based approach for profile matching. However in their approach, they
considered only Bluetooth connectivity to search for users and unable to form a
network considering large scale user-base physically residing all over the world.
Though the authors proposed a framework for ad-hoc social networks, they only
addressed the issue of setting up a network utilizing near field communication
enabled devices, i.e., proposed solution is lack of tools to perform social interactions
among the participants in the network. In our solution, the ad-hoc social network is
capable to sustain for a longer period of time to achieve a particular goal and
pluggable to Web-based sharing tools.
Lee et al. propose a mechanism for building ad-hoc social networking by fetching
users’ interest from web contents accessed by the users’ [27]. However, the chapter
does not address any particular method of profiling users’ interest from the content.
The peer or node selection process in the proposed solution is also resource
consuming, as it broadcasts the discovery message to the whole network. Moreover,
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in the discovery message, user’s profile is added, which requires additional
processing to the clients side before accepting or rejecting any invitations. As well as,
due to flooding over the network, the approach could be risk of spamming. In our
approach, the propagation of invitation message is done based on trust metrics and
interest keys, therefore unknown and unwanted nodes are easily prohibited from the
distribution, which makes the distribution controlled within the interested contacts.
A community detection algorithm is proposed by Herbiet et al., which considers link
density and link stability for generating dynamic ad-hoc social networks [18]. Shinoda
et al., considers social human relation-ship for large-scale ad-hoc networking [45]. In
that approach, social relationship is used for deciding routes of each message. The
work shows that social strength could be a reliability factor in terns of forming ad-hoc
social networks.
Social media source such as Facebook can be used for predicting social strength or
tie strength [12]. However, single source of social media is not enough to predict
more accurate strength. In our solution, aggregated social media interaction is
utilized for predicting social strength.
The main contribution of this chapter is a key generation mechanism that
automatically generates distribution keys to handle invitations of accessing and
propagating contents while at the same time controlling the viral distribution of
invitation. The distribution key in the proposed solution contains constrains that
restricts the distribution to relevant users. For instance, all the invited participants are
not allowed to re-distribute the invitation to prevent unwanted invitations. Therefore,
the constraints comply with a policy that is imposed the through key generation
process. The key generation process considers user’s social strength and other
factors such as location, interest at the time of forming distribution key.

3.3 Modelling Social Distribution Mechanism
Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of invitation message using the proposed social
distribution mechanism. The figure shows how invitations are sent to the yellowheaded contacts, which has similar interest with respect to the tag or interest keys. It
also shows that invitations are propagated beyond 1st degree of contacts and
eventually forms an ad-hoc social network. The proposed mechanism is designed
around a Find/Discover, Review/Analysis and Invite/Distribute schema. Figure 8
illustrate the main building block of the mechanism. As an input from the user, the
mechanism processes tags and generates an ad-hoc social network for the user.
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Figure 7: Distribution of invitations for social media propagation
The Find/Discover block finds appropriate contacts from different communication
services. The Review/Analyze block generates distribution key that are send along
with the invitation to the contacts. The Invite/Propagate block receives invitations and
publishes itself in the network. It also verifies the distribution key to decide how to
further distribute the invitation. If the contact has sufficient strength to distribute the
invitation, it follows the same Find/Discover, Review/Analyze and Invite/Propagate
schema to further propagate the invitation.

Figure 8: Social Distribution Mechanism

Figure 9: Find or Discovery
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Find/Discover
Figure 9 describes the Find/Discover activity of the social distribution mechanism.
User tags can be input such as the user current location or other kind of sensor data
as well as contents such as keywords indicating the purpose of the communication.
Based on the resources and content, the Aggregated Social Graph component
mentioned above recommends a list of contacts [39]. Some tasks of the Aggregated
Social Graph component are done in the client device and some other tasks of may
be done in the network considering the deployment of the Aggregated Social Graph
service. Thus, main tasks of the blocks consist of the following objective.
•

Assign input tags

•

Tag characterization (contact, content, resources)

•

Search in the Aggregated Social Graph component

•

Identify a list of contact for inviting to join in this ad-hoc social network

Figure 10: Review or Analyze
Review/Analyze
Figure 10 shows the main tasks of Review/Analysis block of the social distribution
mechanism. After receiving a list of contacts, it reviews the social strength of each of
the contact, as well as associates the distribution key based on the social strength. It
then sends the invitation to the contact to be part of the ad-hoc social network. The
Social Distribution Key Manager uses the social strength as key metrics for the social
distribution. Invitation key contains a universal address of collaboration tools, where
the participants in the ad-hoc social network are being able to collaborate. In a way,
the invitation key refers a Web link of collaboration or shared space, which is
equipped with several collaboration tools. Similarly, the distribution key contains an
alphanumeric value to decide if the invited contact has access to re-distribute the
invitation. The distribution key is dynamically re-calculated before propagating to
other contacts. Thus the main tasks of the blocks in Figure 4 is a following:
•

Review each of the contacts in relationship with social strength and location

•
Identify social strength of the contact comparing with the invitation owner for
the purpose of generation of appropriate distribution key
•

Invite the contact by sending invitation with distribution key
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Figure 11: Invite or Propagate
Invite/Distribute
Figure 11 illustrates different tasks of the Invitation block of the social distribution
mechanism. After receiving and accepting an invitation, a contact publishes itself in
the ad-hoc social network, thus making the contact visible as a participant to the adhoc social network. The Distribution key verifier component verifies the key and
identifies if the key contains re-distribution credential. If re-distribution policy satisfies
comparing with the distribution key, it continues the social distribution mechanism
(Find/Discover, Review/Analysis and Invite/Propagate paradigm) to propagate the
invitation. Thus the main tasks of the blocks consist of the following objective:
•
After receiving an invitation, the contact publishes itself as a member in the
ad-hoc social network, checks the possibility of re-distributing the mechanism based
on social strength and location.
•
In case of re-distribution, it performs the step 1 to 3 and always checks
distribution key to verify if the contacts have credential to re-distribute invitation.
Finally, the ad-hoc social network is formed with group of contacts based on the tags.
In this network, all contacts hold first-degree relationship, which means that the
contacts may communicate with each other without any limitations of privacy
perspective.
3.3.1 Local and Distributed Deployment of the ASG Service
The input tags express the goal of the social network, which may be keywords, or
resources for example location, place, and so on. As an outcome, the distribution
mechanism generates a new group of users to form the ad-hoc social network at
real-time. There are different trust metrics and constraints that are associated to form
this network worthy to use. In the proposed solution, social data is used to control
viral distribution of invitation for joining the social network. In the next section, three
different scenarios on social distribution mechanism based ad-hoc social networks
are proposed.
The social distribution mechanism can be deployed locally on an end-user device or
distributed across multiple servers and device. The main reason for providing
multiple deployment options is that some of the users may not have access to social
networks or communications services and only use classical telecommunications
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service such as telephony on their mobile devices. In that cases, the Aggregated
Social Graph component may be deployed on the device itself to utilize the devices’
local resources such as contact book, call logs, location data to complement the
Aggregated Social Graph component. In this case, the distribution mechanism
considers the contact list at the mobile phone as the list of the contacts; meta-data
(such as notes) of the contact book to generate context and call as well as SMS use
frequency to calculate social strength.

Figure 12: Distribution Flow
Figure 12 shows the flow of the social distribution mechanism. When the distribution
mechanism receives tags/context keys, it sends the tags to the aggregated social
graph service. If the aggregated social graph service is locally deployed, it works as
discussed above and sends a list of contacts interested to the contexts keys sorted in
accordance to the social strength.
In the case of deploying aggregated social graph as a cloud service, the Aggregated
Social Graph component requires users’ access credential with the tags. Credential
is used to getting access of the specific user’s own egocentric graph, context clouds
which provides users interest keys and social strength within global contacts. After
getting the appropriate contacts from the aggregated social graph service in a ranked
way, the distribution mechanism updates the distribution keys and sends invitation to
the participants.
3.3.2 Generation of context Cloud in ASG Service
Apart from fetching social strength from aggregated social graph service, the
proposed social distribution mechanism fetch nodes context data through the
Aggregated Social Graph component. The Aggregated Social Graph component
fetches this data from the users‘ profiles in different social networks and stores
contextual information to the cloud.
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Figure 13: Invitation process
The module of social context generator gets access to the user’s social media
contents in social networks for example profile information, contact information,
academic history, work history and formulate list of tags (or contexts) of user’s
interest. Social networking applications for example, LinkedIn and Facebook provide
Web APIs to fetch users’ information from the social networking platforms. Therefore,
if the user provides access credential to the Aggregated Social Graph component,
the component can data mine these services and generates the user and user’s
friend’s context in advance. It then identifies appropriate contacts based upon the
context keys by getting requests from the social distribution mechanism.
3.3.3 Sending and Receiving Invitations
In the above, social distribution mechanism have been on the basis finding and
grouping appropriate contacts in a contextual manner. In this subsection, the process
of sending invitation to the users is discussed. Figure 13 illustrates invitation process,
where if a client device A needs to distribute social contents, it consults with the
invitation initiator, social distribution analyser, and invitation propagation service. The
device also utilizes local resources such as contact book, context keys, and location
from the Operating System support. Then, upon retrieving potential recipients, the
client device A sent the list of the recipients to the distribution service. Through HTTP
pooling client device B (as well as other recipients) sends invitation message (upon
successfully signing in the system) to the distribution service, and wait until it gets
response from the service. If there are any new invitations for the Device B, those will
appear to the invitation viewer. The proposed invitation method could be improved by
replacing HTTP pooling through Android notification for implementing the invitation
process. Moreover, to avoid unnecessary apps implementation, it may also possible
to utilize W3C Web notification to propagate invitation messages [49].

3.4 Evaluation
The proposed mechanism has been evaluated using both a proof-of-concept
prototype and simulator to verify that it can be utilized for forming ad-hoc social
networks and to distribute media content. Particularly, the formation of the ad-hoc
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social network is evaluated by using the proof-of-concept prototype. The proof-ofconcept prototype is also used to explore the end-user benefits of collaboration tools
running on an ad-hoc social network.
The simulation study is specifically conducted to test if the distribution of the
invitations is controlled to limit spamming yet spanning over the whole networks only
to the interested and trusted contacts. To measure the distribution capability, the
simulation study is based on the LiveJournal social networking dataset [30].
3.4.1 Simulation study
To evaluate the distribution mechanism, it is important to have access to real social
networking data, not only on a particular users’ egocentric graph, but also on the 2nd
degree or 3rd degree nodes of the network and so forth. Initially, Facebook app,
LinkedIn app was developed to capture graph data (users’ profile and friends profile
data). Also, an application for fetching location data from through GPS from Android
OS based mobile devices was developed. Finally, a web application was developed
where the user may form new groups on the basis of the context key.

Figure 14: Visualization of Distribution of Invitation Message
The proposed distribution mechanism was applied to form ad-hoc social networks
and sending invitations to among to participants of the network to share media
contents. However, in most of cases the invitation process is strict among the 1st
degree friends or 2nd degree fiends due to lack of large number of users in the
systems. From that, we have got the following results:
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-

Egocentric graph is insufficient to evaluate the social distribution
mechanism: If the distribution mechanism does not have access to large
amount of significant number users, the propagation of the distribution will
not reach to the optimal level. For instance, in Figure 14, it is visualized
that the recipients of social distribution invitation for the context key
“Ericsson” from the initiator juwel.rana. Ericsson is a company of more that
90 thousands of employees all over the world, but the distribution is not
propagated more than 2nd degree due to lack of users in the systems.

-

Incomplete graph is not enough insufficient to evaluate the social
distribution mechanism: As discussed above, to propagate the invitation
message in different level of the contacts, it is important to have access on
the complete social network. Having access-limited area of the overall
network, would be failed to maximize distribution.

-

Relationship-tier is insufficient to evaluate the social distribution
mechanism: The relationship-tier is not enough to distribute contents, as it
does not contain meta-data information. For example, having only
relationship-tier, it is not possible to identify any cluster of users interested
on any particular context. Without meta-data matching, the recipients may
consider the invitation as spam.

We studied different distribution patterns based on real-world applications. Online
social networking services are important source of data to apply different distribution
models because it contains both social graph and user’s profile information.
However, the experience of group formation tool indicates that huge number of users
involvement is required to evaluate the distribution mechanism. Therefore, to run the
experiment LiveJournal social networks data were utilized.
3.4.1.1 The LiveJournalData Set
LiveJournal dataset provides the social graph i.e., who is connected with whom in the
social network. The users’ profile information is not available in the data set. For that
reason, the context data is randomly generated to add interest key within
corresponding to the dataset. The social strength of the users in the dataset is
generated randomly due to lack of communication history logs of the users in the
dataset. In the experimental dataset, there are more than 4 million users real users,
so limited the experiment to a subset of 100 nodes.
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Figure 15: Partial graph view of the LiveJournal data-set
3.4.1.2 An Experiment with the LiveJournal Data-Set
As social strength and user’s interest are considered two important constraints of
social distribution in the proposed solution, therefore the experiments are run to
measure the effects of such constraint in controlled viral distribution. More
specifically, the following four criteria were considered to run initial experiment.
1. Neutral social strength and neutral interest keys: In this scenario, users or
nodes in the networks do not have social strength and interest keys. Thus the
graph is not weighted and the nodes do not provide any interest keys for
accepting or rejecting invitation messages.
2. Neutral social strength with interest keys: The graph is not weighted but
the nodes contain interest keys to specify their interests.
3. Social strength with neutral interest keys: In this case the graph is
weighted, thus the nodes are ranked in terms of social strength. However, it
lack of interest keys.
4. With social strength and interest keys: In this case the graph data is
weighed and the nodes contain interest keys.
Figure 16 shows that in the cases neutral social strength and neutral interest, the
invitation messages are distributed to all the contacts of the users. X-axis shows the
index the users in the data source and provides the number of invitations distributed
to the contacts. The black line illustrates the distribution of invitations to all the
contacts of the users that can be considered as social spam as the invitations are
propagated over the whole networks without considering contacts preference. The
dashed line illustrates controlled distribution of invitations. Randomly selecting 40%
of distribution, the dashed line shows reduction of invitations distribution. However,
specific filtering parameter is not applied to identify appropriate nodes for invitation
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from the data set. For that reason, the reduced distribution could be considered as
spam.

Figure 16: Results based on the LiveJournal Data-sets
Figure 17 shows (dash-line) that the distribution can be controlled by identifying the
appropriate nodes that are interested to the given context keys. However, some of
the nodes may still consider the invitation as spam due to the fact that the originator
of invitation message does not have a strong relationship-tier with the recipients. The
same issue may rise if the distribution mechanism considers only the relationship-tier
controlling as parameter for propagating invitation.
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Figure 17: Results based on the LiveJournal Data-sets
In Figure 18 an invitation is distributed among the top 60% of the edges of the
receiving node. Among the invited nodes, it is unknown that the receiving nodes are
considering the invitation as spam or not as the interest keys is not taken into
consideration.
Figure 19 below show the best case among the samples where the distribution is
controlled by both the relationship-tier and interest keys constraints. Here the
distribution and propagation is done on the basis of the relationship-tier, interest keys
and configuration of distribution keys.
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Figure 18: Results based on the LiveJournal Data-sets

Figure 19: Results based on the LiveJournal Data-sets
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3.5 Discussion
Can social strength be used to form ad-hoc social networks for media
distribution?
This chapter has discussed a social distribution mechanism for inviting desired
participants to ad-hoc social networks, based on the social relation to the participants
(utilizing a find-analyze-propagate methodology based on social strength). The adhoc social network can then be supported by a collaborative workspace, such as a
dynamic shared space, that can enhance communication among the desired
participants by inclusion of apps for specific needs.
The proposed distribution mechanism discovers contacts based on the contacts’
interests as well as the strength of the relationships between the contacts. Therefore,
an ad-hoc social network can be formed of trusted entities that fulfil a shared interest
or goal. Also, another benefit of ad-hoc social networks is the capability of providing
users’ the freedom of creating networks in a decentralized manner (where the user is
the owner of the network).
Challenge: Distribution mechanisms based on aggregated information from multiple
social networks are inherently based on the trust in such a service, as the processed
information can be sensitive. A challenge is therefore to find methods that do not
infringe on the privacy and integrity of a user, while achieving maximum
effectiveness for that user.
How can social strength be used as a trust metric to control viral distribution
of media while also considering a user’s context (such as interest)?
This approach considers two factors for distributing invitation. The first factor is the
meaningfulness of the content that the user is invited to. This will invite the users only
when the mechanism gets possible clues that the user is interested in that content. In
some cases, users feel lack of confidence to accept invitation if the sender of
invitation is unknown or have weak relationship [10]. Therefore, it might be perceived
that the user is more likely to accept an invitation, if strong relationship-tier exists
between them. The second factor is therefore related to trust and is based on the
social strength between distributors and receptors. The evaluation shows that the
two factors both needs to be considered for successful distribution of media content
(such as combining social strength between users with the interest of the users).
Challenge: Viral distribution of media in multiple social networks needs to be
controlled so that the benefits are maximized considering the potential added
exposure to information. The challenge is therefore to make such social distribution
as unobtrusive and pervasive as possible, so that the perceived cost is small in
comparison with the perceived benefits.
Mobile Deployment
In this chapter, a new distribution mechanism is proposed to enhance the social
media distribution by forming groups for media distribution. It shows that both context
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keys and social strength are important constraints for media distribution. In the
proposed solution, the aggregated social graph service is utilized where the
deployment of the service can be made in the user’s own device or in the cloud.
Ideally, the aggregated social graph service manages the users’ contacts and
contents globally considering their communication history. However, there are many
users who are only relying on mobile devices as the only communication device. For
such cases, deployment of an aggregated social graph service in the user’s device
could be useful. It is important to consider multiple sources of users information,
because a single source of information is not enough to infer reliable relationship
pattern within users' contacts. For example, email exchange records do not contains
users profile information while social networks usually contains more information
about the users and categorize the contacts in different levels. Therefore, email
exchange may reflect on social strength and social networks information may reflect
on analyzing users content to retrieve contexts.
Apps Distribution
The proposed social distribution mechanism could be applied in not only in
collaboration software as discussion in this chapter. For instance, it could also be
used in the apps stores there are millions of apps are ready for downloading but it is
hard to identify appropriate users for those apps In that case, the proposed social
distribution mechanism could be useful for apps distribution. The social distribution
mechanism may also work to filter out unrealizable social media contents from
weakly relationship-tier or unknown relationship-tier nodes. Because of the use of
ever-growing contents in social networking sites, it is possible to better understand
user patterns for providing more personalized experiences.

3.6 Conclusions
To conclude, this chapter has proposed a new mechanism for social distribution of
media, which addresses the problems of identifying potential users for performing
social collaborative activities and sharing social media content. It simplifies the
process of propagating invitations to different levels of contacts by exploiting
aggregated social graphs. It shows that viral distribution is effective and useful if the
distribution parameters take recipients interest and trust into account.
Recommendation: Distribution of media by using aggregated information from
multiple social networks and communication tools, will allow for effective and
personalized media services based on the social context of users. The potential for
novel entrepreneurial opportunities is great, especially considering this area
expansion over the last decade and the deterioration of media consumption habits
from the early days of television.
Identified Trends, Challenges and Recommendations can be found in the executive
summary above.
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4

Final Conclusions

The rapidly evolving area of media distribution, jet-fuelled by disruptive services such
as iTunes, NetFlix, and Spotify, will most likely seek ways to differentiate services
from the mainstream. This differentiation can be done on traditional key values such
as quantity and quality of material, price, and availability. This report suggests that
differentiation also can be done considering the social aspects of consuming media,
where users connectedness play a significant role in the perceived experience of a
service.
It is similarly possible to benefit from the connectedness when it comes to
collaborative services, which predominately will be lightweight and web-based. Here
the ease of setting up and manage group communication will be vital, such as that
ubiquitous communication services can be perceived as nearly pervasive to the user
through automated group formation based on communication patterns and context.
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